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Possible Marks

1 Poster Title Should include the central purpose or focus of the study. /1

2
Question/ 
Problem

Identifies a problem/issue/topic that will be studied.
/1

3
Breaking 
down the 

issue

Problem/issue/topic is divided and organized into seperate 
subtopics (3 - 5 subtopics).  

(ex. Habitat loss from a proposed ski resort is divided into 
effects on competition, predator and prey relationships, water 
cycle)

/2

4 Content

Discuss subtopics and how they will be affected by the problem/
issue. Support discussion with 3 - 5 facts per subtopic. Always 
source your information! 

“The ski hill consists of 20 ski runs on 36 hectres of land, with a 
combined capacity of 3,200 skiers per day“ (Westcastle 
development, 2017)

/4

5 Content 
Accuracy

Facts for each subtopics are detailed, and relevant to the topic 
being discussed.  

Good example - “The ski hill would restrict movement of 
grizzly bears in the area” 
Bad Example - “Grizzly bears have thick fur to stay warm”

/4

6 Solutions
A solution to each subtopic is provided. Solutions should be 
logical and applicable to the topic being studied. (3-5 solutions 
in total for poster)

/4

7
Questions for 

Analysis

Discuss further questions or future research that can be 
conducted to create better solutions. 

(ex. Further biological monitoring of grizzlies in the area would 
help understand the areas that are used most for dens)

/2

8 Conclusion Problem/issue/topic studied is re-stated. Subtopics and 
solutions are summarized. /2

9 Graphics/ 
Tables

Graphics/tables are related to the topic/subtopic, making topic 
easier to understand. Graphics are labelled and proper size 
(ex. not the size of a postage stamp, yet not the size of a full 
page). Tables are large enough to read (half a page).

/3

10
References/

Sources

• Where did you get the information to explain your analysis?    
• Facts are properly sourced throughout the poster. A 

bibliography/reference section is provided in the poster.  

(ex.  Westcastle Development, 2017. https://sites.google.com/a/
ualberta.ca/wildlife-impacts/home/recreational-and-
agricultural-impacts/the-proposed-westcastle-development)

/3

11
Neatness & 

Organizations

Poster elements are properly labelled, layed out and organized 
into a logical order. Posters should be neat (free of scribbles, 
errors and mistakes).

/2

12 Grammar There are no grammatical mistakes or spelling errors. Proper 
use of paragraphs, number/bullet lists. /2

TOTAL /30
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